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ABSTRACT: We present the facile fabrication of hydrogen-bonded layer-by-layer (LbL)
microscopic dot arrays with encapsulated dye compounds. We demonstrate patterned
encapsulation of Rhodamine dye as a model compound within poly(vinylpyrrolidone)/
poly(methacrylic acid) (PVPON/PMAA) LbL dots constructed without an intermediate
washing step. The inkjet printing technique improves encapsulation efficiency, reduces
processing time, facilitates complex patterning, and controls lateral and vertical dimensions
with diameters ranging from 130 to 35 μm (mostly controlled by the droplet size and the
substrate hydrophobicity) and thickness of several hundred nanometers. The microscopic
dots composed of hydrogen-bonded PVPON/PMAA components are also found to be
stable in acidic solution after fabrication. This facile, fast, and sophisticated inkjet
encapsulation method can be applied to other systems for fast fabrication of large-scale,
high-resolution complex arrays of dye-encapsulated LbL dots.
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■ INTRODUCTION
Ultrathin functional polymer films, micropatterned arrays, and
microcapsules are important for diverse applications in sensing,
catalysis, cell culture, and drug delivery.1,2 Layer-by-layer
assembly (LbL) is one of the prominent techniques which
can be used to create such materials and structures with
controlled thicknesses, morphology, diverse functionalities, and
unique structures.3,4 LbL component selection might include
regular polyelectrolytes, dendrimers, proteins, nanoparticles,
colloids, and biomaterials.5−16 Further tailoring of LbL
multilayer structures, beyond uniform films and spherical
microcapsules, for demanding applications is focused on the
adaptation of such advancements in the known nano-
technologies such as inkjet printing, microcontact printing,
micromolding, and dip-pen nanolithography.17−25 These
approaches allow for the facile fabrication of patterned LbL
structures with controlled spatial configurations which have
multicompartment periodic patterned structures at different
length scales.
However, despite significant progress, the formation of

discrete LbL structures with controlled shapes and a periodic
spatial arrangement of components in large arrays remains a
challenge while using conventional dip, spin, and spraying
methods.26,27 On the other hand, the inkjet printing technique,
which utilizes microdroplet deposition via a microscopic nozzle,
can be considered a facile and powerful top-down route for
creating complex arrays when combined with bottom-up LbL
assembly. Accordingly, inkjet printing-assisted LbL multilayer
assembly is expected to yield well-defined micropatterned
structures with nanometer thickness and microscopic lateral
dimensions. Using inkjet printing enabled manipulation of the
drop size, location, and speed to fabricate the complex dot
arrays according to a preprogrammed automatic process.17,28,29

The uncontrolled spreading of liquid droplets on solid
substrates following impact and dewetting processes due to a
mismatch in surface energy might compromise the printing
resolution due to, e.g., coffee ring formation during the drying
process. Droplet spreading is a common issue complicating this
technique, and its effect can be mitigated by controlling the
distance between substrate and nozzle, viscosity of the ink
solution, evaporation rate, and the use of a suitable primer
coating on the substrate. To increase the speed of the
deposition process, rapidly drying layers of minute thicknesses
are used which helps prevent a deviation from the initial shape
during multiple deposition cycles. Well-aligned microprinting
processes lead to minimized deviation from a targeted center
during the multiple repetition of droplet deposition and thereby
builds LbL structures with microscopic precision. The size of
the polymer droplets can be further reduced with the assistance
of an electric field, down to a few hundred nanometers in
diameter.30

Several examples of applying inkjet printing for LbL film
formation from different pairs of polyelectrolytes with hydro-
gen and ionic interactions have recently been demonstra-
ted.31,32 In these studies, the authors demonstrated that inkjet-
assisted LbL assembly can be indeed utilized to fabricate large
scale uniform ultrathin films and micropatterns with a typical
resolution in the range of 100−300 μm. It has been suggested
that even higher spatial resolution can be achieved by reducing
the nozzle dimensions, viscosity of solution, and liquid
spreading.33 These parameters can be used to build patterns
with complex compositions. However, very little has been
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published to date on high-resolution micropatterned composite
LbL arrays via inkjet-assisted LbL assembly.
Here, we report on the fabrication of higher-resolution and

large scale arrays of LbL dots with encapsulated fluorescent dye
via facile inkjet-assisted LbL assembly without a rinsing step.
The model dye compound, Rhodamine 6G, was efficiently
encapsulated within pH responsive hydrogen-bonded robust
poly(vinylpyrrolidone)/poly(methacrylic acid) (PVPON/
PMAA) LbL dots. Microscopic LbL dots around 100 μm in
diameter were fabricated with different numbers of bilayers
ranging from 2 to 10 with the thicknesses between 50 and 500
nm. Moreover, we achieved higher spatial resolution with LbL
dot diameter decreasing to below 40 μm by applying

microprinting with the narrowest nozzle and limiting droplet
spreading on highly hydrophobic substrates.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. Poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVPON; molecular weight

(MW) = 40 kDa), poly(4-vinylphenol) (PHS, MW = 25 kDa),
Rhodamine 6G Dye (95% purity), hydrochloric acid, sodium
hydroxide, and dibasic and monobasic sodium phosphate were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Polystyrene (PS, MW = 250 kDa)
and toluene were purchased from Janssen Chimica and J.T. Baker,
respectively. Poly(methacrylic acid) (PMAA; MW = 100 kDa) was
purchased from PolyScience. All chemicals were used without further
modification. Nanopure water (Barnstead) with an 18.2 MΩ·cm
resistivity was used for all experiments.

Scheme 1. Inkjet-Assisted LbL Printing and Encapsulation with Idealistic Schematics of Multilayered Inner Dot Morphologiesa

a(A) Formation of LbL dot, (B) rhodamine dye loading, (C) formation of capping film, (D) dye-encapsulated array (the inset indicates an idealized
schematics of multilayered film), and (E) an optical image of a PVPON droplet injected from a 50 μm nozzle.

Figure 1. Optical microscopic images demonstrate the LBL dot array with different exposure times in buffer with pH 3.5: (A) 1 bilayer, (B) 3
bilayers, and (C) 5 bilayers.
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Silicon substrates were cut into 1 × 2 cm2 pieces from 3 in. diameter
wafers (University Wafer). Piranha solution (3:1 concentrated sulfuric
acid and hydrogen peroxide mixture) was used to clean the substrate
according to the normal procedure used in our laboratory (warning:
hazardous solution).34−36 The silicon substrates were rinsed with
Nanopure water and dried under dry nitrogen. Glass cover slides were
purchased from VWR and used as received. For the preparation of
hydrophobic substrates, either a 2 wt % PHS or 2 wt % PS solution
was dissolved in dioxane or toluene, respectively, and spun cast at 3000
rpm onto the glass slide for 30 s.
Fabrication and Characterization. Inkjet-assisted LbL printing

was conducted by adjusting the pH condition of a 1 mg/mL PVPON
solution to pH 3.5 and printing the polymer solution on a glass
substrate both with and without a polymer coating. A 1 mg/mL
PMAA solution at pH 3.5 was printed at the same positions on top of
the PVPON layer in order to form a single bilayer. The printing
process was repeated by following these steps to fabricate LbL dots of
varying thickness. Intermediate rinsing steps, otherwise common in
LbL fabrication, were not used in these inkjet-printing processes. A
JetLab II inkjet printer (MicroFab Technologies) was used for
experiments with 50 μm nozzle diameters for printing PVPON/PMAA
dots and 20 μm nozzle for deposition of Rhodamine dye. The printing
speed was around 100 dots per 30 s without intermediate drying steps.
Encapsulation of fluorescent dye into LbL dots was achieved by first

fabricating 1, 3, or 5 bilayers followed by the addition of Rhodamine
6G deposited from an independent nozzle in the middle of the existing
polymer bilayer dot structure (Scheme 1). The dot was then capped
with 1, 3, or 5 LbL bilayers. Arrays of LbL dots with encapsulated
fluorescent dye between a different number of bilayers were formed: 2
bilayers (1 + 1 bilayer), 6 bilayers (3 + 3 bilayer), and 10 bilayers (5 +
5 bilayers). The pattern used for printing was uploaded from a
monochromatic (black and white) bitmap file. The white pixels
denoted “print” areas whereas the black areas were “do not print” areas
and were uploaded to the JetLab II program prior to use. The number
of pixels controlled the size of the pattern and the distance between
the printed dots both on the x- and y-axis. The maximum speed of
operation was 900 Hz, and number of LbL dots was 100.
The surface morphology of the arrayed LbL dot was characterized

by atomic force microscopy (AFM). The AFM images were obtained
using a Dimension 3000 AFM microscope (Digital Instruments)
under a “light” tapping mode regime according to standard

procedures.37,38 The samples were scanned at 100 μm × 100 μm,
20 μm × 20 μm, and 5 μm × 5 μm scan sizes using triangle cantilevers
with resonance frequencies near 330 kHz and spring constants of 40
N/m (MikroMasch). A fluorescent microscope (DM 4000M, Leica)
was used to investigate the overall stability and patterning performance
of the LbL arrays before and after encapsulation of Rhodamine dye.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Inkjet printing was conducted on different hydrophilic and
hydrophobic substrates including hydrophilic (glass, silicon)
and hydrophobic (PHS, PS) substrates. Optical images in
Figure 1 demonstrate a 6 × 6 dot array with different numbers
of LbL bilayers printed on a PHS substrate. LbL dots printed
on PHS and PS surfaces will be the primary focus of this work
since the hydrophobic surface allows a higher resolution
printing process than that on glass or silicon substrates. The
hydrophobic surfaces prevent the spreading of the liquid
droplets after impact, allowing it to remain confined to a single
area with better resolution (Figures S1 and S2, Supporting
Information).
The droplet diameter during deposition under optimized

conditions with a 50 μm nozzle was around 45 μm (Scheme 1E
and Figure S3, Supporting Information). However, the average
diameter of the LbL dots on PHS substrate was around 90 μm
due to the fast spreading behavior of the polymer solutions
during impact event (Figures 1 and 2). Such a large spreading
indicates a high Weber number which is common for inkjet-
assisted deposition.39

The diameter of the LbL microdots remain virtually constant
for different numbers of LbL bilayers and varies from 95.7 ±
1.8 μm for 1 bilayer dots to 87.9 ± 1.1 μm for 5 bilayer dots.
We suggest that this consistency in dimension is due to the
restriction of solution spreading on the hydrophobic polymer
surface, even after multiple repetitions of LbL deposits. A
PVPON droplet deposited on a PHS substrate forms a coffee
ring structure where the height of the edge of the dot is higher
than the center of the structure (Figure 2C). The stability of

Figure 2. AFM images of LBL dot with different exposure times in buffer pH 3.5: (A) 1 bilayer, (B) 3 bilayers, and (C) 5 bilayers. The bottom right
image in (C) is a 3-D image of a 5 bilayer LbL dot after expose to buffer for 15 h. The image size is 100 μm for all images. The height is 500 nm for
all AFM images and 2 μm for a 3-D AFM image.
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LbL dot arrays after printing was tested by storing LbL arrays in
a pH 3.5 buffer solution for different periods of time up to 15 h.
The dots were then monitored optically for any degradation or
dissolution and with AFM for any changes in surface
morphology (Figures 1 and 2). AFM images at different scales
show relatively uniform surface morphology of the LbL dots
even after prolonged exposure to the buffer solution (Figures 2,
3, S4, and S5, Supporting Information).

The AFM images demonstrate very consistent shape and
dimensions of LbL dots at different locations and after different
deposition cycles. The subsequent droplets, which are placed
on the same position, are limited in spreading, and the overall
diameter of the growing LbL dot remains confined to this initial
size. The elevated height of the LbL dot edges after the initial
deposition is a direct result of the coffee ring effect which
occurs during the formation of the film and subsequent
drying.40−43 The evaporation of the polymer after deposition
on a substrate created a capillary outward flow from the center
of the film to the edge, which causes the formation of a
characteristic coffee ring structure.44−46 The coffee ring or
doughnut-shaped structure indicates the early deposition of the
polymer on the substrate during the evaporation process. This
early deposition is the result of a high surface site density, a
large equilibrium constant of the binding reaction, and a low
interaction of polymer molecules in solutions.47

The AFM images demonstrate somewhat uneven surfaces
associated with such a redistribution of polymer components
during the droplets impact followed by solution drying with
large-scale roughness (20 μm × 20 μm) ranging from 12 to 30
nm, still well below the average dot thickness.48,49 The

relatively smooth morphology is observed at higher magnifica-
tion with modest domain surface texture associated with local
domain formation caused by component aggregation as
traditionally observed for hydrogen-bonded LbL films.50−53

The microroughness at small scale surface areas (1 μm × 1 μm)
is much lower, between 6 and 20 nm. This value corresponds to
typical values previously observed for hydrogen-bonded planar
LbL films54 and LbL microcapsules.55,56 The similarities in
surface roughness indicate that LbL formation of microscopic
dots with high-speed droplet delivery does not significantly
alter the local morphology and microstructure from that of
previously studied hydrogen-bonded LbL films and structures.
The thickness of the LbL dots increases dramatically with the

number of depositions where the average thickness reaches 130
nm for 5 bilayers and 400 nm for 10 bilayers (with added
intermediate dye component) (Figure 4). The average

increment of the thickness growth is close to 40 nm per
bilayer for the thicker dots. This thickness increment is much
higher than thicknesses of other LbL films fabricated from
similar components (around 4−6 nm per bilayer).57−60 This
difference in thickness growth rate might be caused by several
important differences between inkjet-assisted LbL fabrication
and traditional LbL assembly methods. First, it is apparent that
the forced delivery of the components to the confined surface
area during multiple depositions is limited by the initial
spreading/dewetting of the aqueous solution on the hydro-
phobic substrate. This confinement results in the presence of an
excess amount of material within the area surrounded by the
elevated rim. Second, the absence of the washing step
(common for traditional LbL depositions) causes an excess
amount of polymer solution to stay within this limited surface
area, thus promoting the formation of relatively uniform and
thick additions of weekly bonded material. Third, we suggest
that high interdiffusion of polymer chains into preformed
swollen films can be promoted by both strong impact and high
mobility of weakly bonded polymer components common for
this type of LbL film.61−63

Next, the deposition of fluorescent dye in the center of the
LbL dot followed by the capping polymer film with a different

Figure 3. Higher resolution AFM images (left, 20 × 20 μm; right, 5 ×
5 μm) displaying the surface morphology of LBL dots with (A) 1
bilayer, (B) 3 bilayers, and (C) 5 bilayers. The height is 200 nm for all
images.

Figure 4. Thickness of LbL dots (empty) and LbL dye-encapsulated
dots (dashed) vs number of bilayers. The error bars represent the
average microroughness of each sample.
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number of bilayers results in the uniform array of highly
fluorescent dots which see the thickness increases to about 400
nm for 10 bilayer dots (Figure 4). The fluorescent images
indicate the consistency of the printing process and the long-
term stability of the encapsulation printing under an acidic
buffer condition, even as the number of deposition cycles
exceeds 6 (Figures 5, S6, and S7, Supporting Information). The
average diameter of the printed dots is 82.4 ± 5.4 μm with the
50 μm diameter inkjet nozzles and remains virtually unchanged
for different printing conditions and also after exposure to the
buffer solution (Figure S8, Supporting Information).
AFM images show that, despite an overall uniform

appearance, the central area of the dots seems to be depressed
as indicated by reduced optical scattering, fluorescent intensity,
and the overall elevation (Figure 6). We suggest that both
confined spreading and impact at the central location result in
such a nonuniform distribution of components after deposition.
Also, the fluorescent dye might be partially redissolved and
forced from the center of the dot after multiple depositions.
The velocity of the droplets in our experiments was controlled
between 1 and 3 m/s for the suitable printing conditions. This
relatively high impact speed enhances spreading behavior of the
polymer dot and induces coffee ring phenomena, which moves
the fluorescent dye to the periphery and causes the formation

of doughnut-shaped or coffee ring structure of the multilayer
films. Such a coffee ring-like structure still remains visible for
the thickest dots fabricated here (around 400 nm), but overall
dot smoothing results in the central depression not exceeding
30−40% of the overall thickness (Figure 6). Increasing
uniformity of the dots is observed with the increasing thickness
through multiple layer depositions. For inkjet-assisted LbL
encapsulation, the presence of the coffee ring structure might
be desirable for better encapsulation results during following
depositions compared to smooth film morphology. The coffee
ring structure has an elevated wall at the periphery and lower
cavity at the center of the structure. This morphology limits
spreading behavior of the fluorescent dye toward to the rim of
the structure and confines the dye inside the multilayer dots. As
a result, the encapsulation efficiency of the fluorescent dye
within the center of the LbL polymer dots increases for the
coffee ring structure of LbL dots. These results demonstrate
that capillary flow, central-area impact, and elevated rims play a
significant role in the final morphology of the microscopic LbL
dots.
AFM images confirm the stability of the inkjet-assisted LbL

dye-encapsulated dots under long-term storage in acidic
conditions. Only minor changes in the initial surface
morphology and smoothing of the central depression are

Figure 5. Optical and fluorescent images of 10 × 10 arrays of PVPON/PMAA LbL dots with encapsulated Rhodamine dye with different number of
bilayers: (A) 2 bilayers, (B) 6 bilayers, and (C) 10 bilayers.
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Figure 6. (A) Optical image, (B) fluorescence image, (C) 3D AFM image with z-scale of 2 μm, and (D) cross sections of 10 bilayer (5 + dye + 5)
dots.

Figure 7. AFM images of LbL dye-encapsulated dots with different exposure times in buffer, pH 3.5: (A) 2 bilayers, (B) 6 bilayers, and (C) 10
bilayers. The image size is 100 μm, and the height is 500 nm for all images.
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observed (Figures 7, S9, and S10, Supporting Information). A
minor reduction in the average thickness (5−15%) of the dots
is observed after extended exposure to the acidic environment.
The reduction in thickness is due to the dissolution of excess
polymer, which remains in the structure since no rinsing step is
used during fabrication to remove these unbound chains. The
dots overall though show excellent stability of the hydrogen
bonded polymer layers, even after extended exposure to an
acidic environment (Figure S11, Supporting Information).
A direct comparison of various substrates is performed to

assess the role of surface wettability and its impact on the
inkjet-assisted LbL printing (Figure 8). The encapsulated dot
arrays were printed on substrates with the following surface
wetting properties: clean SiO2 wafers (contact angle, 8°), PHS
coated glass (contact angle, 71°), and PS coated glass slides
(contact angle, 86°) (Figures S12 and S13, Supporting
Information). As we observed, the smallest LbL dots formed
on the hydrophilic surface with a diameter of 129 ± 3.5 μm,
well exceeding the diameter of the deposited liquid droplet (50
μm). This sizable increase indicates major spreading of the
polymer at the liquid−solid contact interface on the highly
wettable surface. The size of the LbL dots decrease to 89 ± 2.4
and 82.4 ± 1.6 μm on PHS and PS substrates. The size of the
dried polymer dot array depends on Weber number (We) and
wettability of the polymer on the substrate. The highly
spreading of the polymer droplet after printing on different
substrates indicates high We, which agrees with common
results from the inkjet system.39,64 Additionally, the overall
brightness and uniformity of the fluorescent array increase
dramatically on the hydrophobic substrates (Figure 8).
For hydrophilic substrates, the Deegan flow is strongly

developed in the polymer droplets. It moves the polymer and
Rhodamine dye to the periphery and causes the coffee ring
structure formation as mentioned in Figures 2 and 7. This
coffee ring structure results in the uneven thickness of the
multilayer dot with the thickness at the periphery much higher
than the thickness at the center of the dot structure. However,
this outward flow and coffee ring effect can be reduced by
increasing the hydrophobicity of the substrate. In Figure 8,
Rhodamine dye is shown to form a coffee ring structure when
printed in a silicon substrate (contact angle, 8°). The spreading
of the fluorescent dye and coffee ring formation are reduced
when the dot is printed on a PHS substrate (contact angle, 71°)
and the coffee ring is minimized for PS substrate (contact angle,
86°). Therefore, the hydrophobicity of the substrate can induce
a uniform thickness of the LbL dots.
Finally, using the 20 μm diameter nozzle, the droplet size was

reduced to 35 μm and the resulting printed LbL dot was
measured at the smallest diameter of 37 μm on the

hydrophobic PHS substrate, thus indicating very modest
spreading of droplets upon impact. Using these substrates, we
are able to fabricate features much smaller than those reported
in earlier literature examples of LbL printing (around 100 μm)
(Figure 9). This key observation indicates that the limiting
factor in spatial resolution on a properly prepared substrate is
the droplet size rather than the impact or spreading of the
droplet on the nonwettable surface during printing. Hydro-
phobic surfaces, designed to reduce solution spreading, are an
essential component of the printing process to achieve printing

Figure 8. Fluorescent images of 2 bilayer LbL dye-encapsulated dot array on different substrates: (A) silicon, (B) PHS substrate, and (C) PS
substrate. The printing process starts from the bottom left dot and ends at the top right spot.

Figure 9. Optical (A) and fluorescence (B) images of an array of
PVPON dots (large dots) and Rhodamine dots (small dots) printed
from a 50 and a 20 μm nozzle, respectively.
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of the smallest features possible. Thus, we suggest that the
practical limit of inkjet-assisted LbL printing of polymer dots is
about 10 μm, as this is the size of the smallest commercial
nozzle available for commercial devices.
It is worth noting that a number of studies suggested that the

evaporation rate and thermal annealing can affect the formation
of the coffee ring structure, which can cause different
encapsulation results.18,65−68 However, in this study, we do
not investigate the effect of solvents and the evaporation
processes on the dot morphology because the overall focus of
our studies on the encapsulation of water-based solutions
appropriate for biomolecules and biological objects under
ambient condition will be reported in forthcoming publications.
Furthermore, the annealing process which can improve the
stability and uniformity of the surface morphology cannot
improve encapsulation efficiency because of the fluorescent dye.
Finally, to demonstrate versatility of this approach, we

fabricated GT and inversed GT logos composed of fluorescent
LbL dots on a PHS coated substrate using inkjet LbL printing
to demonstrate the potential to create complicated patterns of
dye-encapsulated dots (Figure 10). The Rhodamine solution
was printed from a 20 μm diameter nozzle and showed well-

resolved bright dots in the GT patterns (Figure 10). The dot
size is around 35 μm, and the printing process can be
completed within 20 s while retaining high patterning accuracy.

■ CONCLUSIONS
We have presented inkjet-assisted LbL printing of large-scale
arrays of hydrogen-bonded polymeric dots and corresponding
dye-encapsulated LbL dots. Microscopic dots with a controlled
thickness ranging from 15 to 400 nm can be formed using
PVPON/PMAA components with or without encapsulation of
Rhodamine dye and while retaining a uniform patterned array
on both hydrophilic and hydrophobic smooth substrates. We
observe relatively uniform surface morphology of these polymer
dots with a somewhat depressed central region caused by the
droplet impact forcing the solution to flow toward the edges.
The minimum size of the LbL dots and, thus, the resolution

of this method are dependent on the liquid droplet size as
defined by the nozzle diameter as well as by the spreading
behavior of the polymer solution on the different substrates.
When the minimum nozzle diameter is employed on the non-
wettable surfaces, inkjet-assisted LbL printing achieved a
minimum spatial resolution of below 40 μm, which is a
significant improvement, compared to obtainable feature sizes
prior to the use of inkjet LbL printing. We suggest that these
arrays of polymer dots can be utilized to encapsulate a variety of
different components by delivering small liquid droplets to the
central area and further capping them with additional polymer
multilayers.
Inkjet-assisted LbL printing is a fast and simple method of

complex array formation without the use of an intermediate
washing step and no sacrificial solid core template to support
the layered formation. Inkjet-assisted LbL printing allows direct
payload delivery in a continuous process enabling the formation
of large, complex and high resolution arrays of multiple
materials. These large-scale arrays of organized LbL microdots
have potential for various applications in diagnostics, cellular
mechanobiology, and therapeutic and biosensing applications if
controlled loading and unloading of payload is required.69,70

We suggest that inkjet-assisted encapsulation provides apparent
advantages over conventional LbL encapsulation in uniform
ultrathin films and microcapsules due to its efficient, facile, and
flexible fabrication process over large areas.
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